Item: Core Elements

Item Carries No Core Elements
**Item: Enhanced**

**Definitions**

**Extent.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource.

**Extent of Text.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource consisting of text, with or without accompanying illustrations.

**Contact Information.** Information relating to an organization, etc., from which a resource may be obtained.

**Preferred Citation.** A citation for a resource in the form preferred by a creator, publisher, custodian, indexing or abstracting service, etc.

**Uniform Resource Locator.** The address of a remote access resource.

**Identifier for the Item.** A character string associated with an item that serves to differentiate that item from other items.

**Note.** An annotation providing additional information relating to data recorded in another element.

**Note on Extent of Item.** A note providing information on the extent of the specific item being described that is not recorded formally as part of the extent element.

**Note on Dimensions of Item.** A note providing information about the dimensions of the specific item being described that is not recorded formally as part of the dimensions element.

**Restrictions on Access.** Limitations placed on access to a resource.

**Restrictions on Use.** Limitations placed on uses such as reproduction, publication, exhibition, etc.

**Dimensions.** The measurements of the carrier or carriers and/or the container of a resource.

**RDA Extent.** See Manifestation: Core on page 2.

**RDA Extent of Text.** See Manifestation: Core on page 2.
Item: Special

For Complete Definitions, see page 5.

RDA Enhanced Elements

- Identifier for the Item
- Uniform Resource Locator
- Contact Information
- Preferred Citation
- Note
- Restrictions on Access
- Restrictions on Use
- Dimensions
  - Dimensions of Map, etc.
  - Dimensions of Still Image

Extent of Text

- Extent of Cartographic Resource (FRBR 4.3.8)
- Extent of Notated Music (FRBR 4.3.8)
- Extent of Still Image (FRBR 4.3.8)
- Extent of Three-Dimensional Form (FRBR 4.3.8)

RDA Extent of Cartographic Resource
See Manifestation, Special on page 13

RDA Extent of Notated Music
See Manifestation, Special on page 13

RDA Extent of Still Image
See Manifestation, Core on page 2

RDA Extent of Three-Dimensional Form
See Manifestation, Core on page 2

Dimensions of Map, etc.

Dimensions of Still Image

Custodial History of Item (FRBR 4.5.3)

Immediate Source of Acquisition of Item (FRBR 4.5.3)

Item-Specific Carrier Characteristic of Early Printed Resource (FRBR 4.5.6)

Item-Specific Carrier Characteristic (FRBR 4.5.6)
Definitions

**Extent.** See Enhanced on page 2.

**Extent of Cartographic Resource.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a cartographic resource.

**Extent of Notated Music.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource consisting of notated music, with or without accompanying text and/or illustrations.

**Extent of Still Image.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource consisting of one or more still images.

**Extent of Three-Dimensional Form.** The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource consisting of one or more three-dimensional forms.

**Dimensions.** See Enhanced on page 2.

**Dimensions of Map, etc.** The measurements of the face of a map, etc.

**Dimensions of Still Image.** The measurements of the pictorial area of a still image.

**Item-Specific Carrier Characteristic.** A characteristic that applies to the carrier or carriers of the specific item being described and is assumed not to apply to other items exemplifying the same manifestation.

**Item-Specific Carrier Characteristic of Early Printed Resource.** A characteristic that applies to the carrier or carriers of the specific early printed item being described and is assumed not to apply to other items exemplifying the same manifestation. Includes rubrication, illumination, and other hand colouring, manuscript additions, and binding.

**Immediate Source of Acquisition of Item.** The source from which the agency directly acquired an item and the circumstances under which it was received.

**Custodial History of Item.** A record of previous ownership or custodianship of an item.

**RDA Extent of Cartographic Resource.** See Manifestation: Special on page 18.

**RDA Extent of Notated Music.** See Manifestation: Special on page 18.

**RDA Extent of Still Image.** See Manifestation: Core beginning on page 4.

**RDA Extent of Three-Dimensional Form.** See Manifestation: Core beginning on page 4.